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Abstract 
Bucciarelli, A. and T. Ehrhard, A theory of sequentiality, Theoretical Computer Science 113 (1993) 
273-291. 
We show that the notion of sequentiality as presented in concrete data structures may be carried to 
a more general domain-theoretic framework. Cells are replaced by some linear maps on a domain 
which turns out to be a DI-domain. In a first phase we do not require the cells to be enabled as they 
are in CDSs, and we get a weak form of Cartesian-closedness. Then, by enriching the structure, we get 
the standard one. 
0. Introduction 
Sequentiality has been introduced in computer science by Jean Vuillemin and has 
been shown to be relevant for trying to solve the well-known “full abstraction” 
problem. The first definitions by Milner and Vuillemin were limited to first-order 
algorithms, i.e. algorithms taking integers or booleans as arguments, or tuples of them. 
The problem of extending it to higher order for trying to get a fully abstract model of 
PCF has been solved by Kahn and Plotkin’s concrete data structures [4]. Berry and 
Curien have shown that the category of CDSs, as soon as sequential algorithms and 
not simply sequential functions are taken as morphisms, is Cartesian-closed (see [2]). 
However, the model obtained in this way is not yet fully abstract. 
Independently, using oracles, Kleene [S] has also developed a theory of sequen- 
tiality, with partial success in extending it to higher order. His ideas were very similar 
to the ones we find in CDSs. 
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Our goal here is not to solve the full abstraction problem. In fact, we are more 
interested in the notion of sequentiality itself than in its connection with this problem. 
We simply propose a new definition of sequentiality, based on the ground intuitions of 
CDSs, but expressed in a new framework. We claim that our definition reaches more 
directly the essence of sequentiality, because it is not essentially committed to inter- 
mediate structures, like, for instance, the enabling relation which was essential in 
CDSs. This definition makes sense in different existing frameworks, like CDSs, 
Girard’s coherent spaces and Winskel’s event structures. We may hope for some 
interesting connections with the existing works in these frameworks. 
In Section 1 we recall some definitions. In Sections 2 and 3 we present sequential 
structures and sequential algorithms, respectively, and we define the category Seq. In 
Section 4 we show that Seq is weakly Cartesian-closed. In Section 5, by adding some 
extra structure (namely, an enabling relation) to the objects, we get cartesian-closed- 
ness. Finally, Section 6 is devoted to showing that Seq has fixpoints. 
1. Preliminaries 
This paper is mostly self-contained. However, some acquaintance with the basic 
notions of domain theory is presupposed. In this preliminary section we just recall 
some definitions. Let X and Y be bounded-complete cpo’s, fT g: X+ Y continuous 
functions: 
l f is stable (see [l]) if it commutes with the greatest lower bounds of finite and 
bounded subsets of X (actually, the general definition is the following: 
VXEX VYo <f(X) 3x0 dx y, <f(xo) and Vx’< x y,, ~f(x’)+~~ < x’, 
where the elements decorated by 0 are intended to be isolated (see later on in this 
section for the definition). These two definitions are equivalent under some addi- 
tional hypothesis which will be verified in our framework; hence, we shall use the 
first one, which is simpler). 
l fis linear (see [3]) if it is stable and commutes with lubs of bounded and finite 
subsets of X (in particular,f(l)= I). 
l ,f<g for the stable ordering (see [l]) if, for all x, x’EX, if x <x’ then 
f(x) =f(x’) A g(x). 
l XEX is isolated (prime) if, whenever it is dominated by the lub of a directed 
(bounded) subset of X, it is dominated by some element of this subset. 
l X is algebraic (and one says that X is a Scott domain) if any element of X is the lub 
of the set of its isolated lower bounds (which is directed because X is bounded- 
complete). 
l X is prime-algebraic if any element of X is the lub of its prime sub-elements. 
l X satisfies the I-property if any isolated element of X has a finite number of lower 
bounds. 
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l X is distributive if, for any x, x’, YEX such that x and x’ are bounded, the following 
equation holds: 
(xVx’)Ay=(xAy)V(x’Ay). 
l X is a DI-domain (see [l]) if it is prime-algebraic and it satisfies the I-property. 
This is equivalent to the following: X is algebraic, distributive and satisfies the 
I-property. 
l 0 stands for the two-element ordered set {I, T} with I < T. 
2. Sequential structures 
Definition 2.1. We call sequential pre-structure a pair X=(X,, X *), where X, (the 
space of data) is a bounded-complete cpo and X * (the space of questions) is a set of 
linear functions X,+0 and which satisfies the following constraints: 
l The constant function I is in X*. 
l X* separates X,. This means the following: whenever x,x’~X.+ are bounded 
points, 
xdx’ iff VcreX* g(x)<a(x’). 
Following the usage of linear algebra, we shall use the notation (x,a) for a(x). 
In a sequential pre-structure X, we shall consider X * as a flat domain with I as the 
least element. 
In a sequential pre-structure X, X, is distributive. 
Proposition 2.2. If D is a directed or bounded part of X, and if YEX, then 
VD A Y = V&x A Y ). 
Proof. Obviously, VD A y > VxED(x A y). Let agX* be such that (VD A y, a) = T; 
then we have (VD, a) = T and, so, there exists an XED such that (x, a) = T. But note 
that x A y = x A (y A VD) and that x and y A VD are bounded. Thus, (x A y, a) = T 
since tl is stable and, so, ( VXED (x A y), cc) = T. This is true for any a and, so, we get the 
required equality. 0 
We shall use the notation X, for the set {VEX* 1 (x, a) = I}. 
Let us give a definition of finiteness in such a structure. 
Definition 2.3. We say that XEX, is finite if the set Ix I= {c(EX * I (x, a) = T} is finite. 
This notion has an obvious property that isolatedness does not enjoy. 
Proposition 2.4. Zf CEX, isjinite, then any x<c is alsojinite, and there is only ajnite 
number of such points x. Furthermore, c is isolated. 
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Proof. For the first statement, observe that the application XH/X[ is monotone and 
injective on the set of points below c by the separation property. 
Let us prove now that c is isolated. Let D cX, be directed and such that VD>,c. 
Then c = c A VD = VD’, where D’ = {c Ax 1 XED} (by Proposition 2.2). But D’ is 
directed (since D is) and finite (since it is bounded by c). So, there exists XGD such that 
x A c is maximal in D’. For such an x one has x A c = VD’ =c, i.e. x 3c. So, c is 
isolated. 0 
In a sequential pre-structure X, if XEX,, the set of finite lower bounds of x is 
directed. 
Definition 2.5. Let X be a sequential pre-structure. One says that X is a sequential 
structure if any element of X, is the lub of its finite lower bounds. 
Proposition 2.6. If X is a sequential structure, then X, is a DI-domain. 
Proof. The algebraicity of X, is clear because any finite element of X, is isolated. 
The distributivity has already been proved. 
Let us check that X, has the I-property. Clearly, it will be sufficient to prove that 
any isolated element of X, is finite. So, let CEX, be isolated. Let A G X, be the set of 
all finite lower bounds of c. We know that A is directed and that VA = c. But c is 
isolated; so, indeed, CEA. Hence, c is finite. 0 
On the other hand, any DI-domain may be turned into a sequential structure, 
simply taking as questions the prime elements. However, in most cases, this is too 
restrictive a choice; many sequentially definable functions would be discarded. 
2.1. The example of CDSs 
We first recall the basic definitions of CD% as they can be found in [2]. 
Definition 2.7. A CDS (C, I’, E, k) is given by three sets, C, Vand E, of cells, values and 
events such that 
EcCx I/and VCEC ~uEV(C,D)EE, 
and a relation I_, called the accessibility relation between the finite parts of E and the 
elements of C. A set {ei, . . . . e,} is an enabling of c if {e,, . . . . e,} kc. C and V are 
supposed countable. 
We now define some derived notions. 
Definition 2.8. A state is a subset x of E such that 
(1) (c,ul),(c,uz)= * v1=v2, and 
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(2) if (c, U)EX then there exists a sequence of events eo, . . . . e, =(c, U) such that 
ei = (Ci, Ui)EX and {ej lj < i} contains an enabling of ci for all i < n. 
The set of states of a CDS M ordered by inclusion is a partial order denoted by 
D(M). 
Lastly we give some useful notations. 
Definition 2.9. Let xcD(M) for a CDS M. A cell c is 
l filled in x iff 30 (c, U)EX (F(x) will denote the set of filled cells), 
l enabled in x iff x contains an enabling of c (E(x) will denote the set of enabled cells), 
l accessible from x iff it is enabled but not filled in x. (A(x) will denote the set of 
accessible cells). 
Not surprisingly, we can turn a CDS M into a sequential structure: the space of data 
is D(M) and questions are represented by cells (a cell c stands for the function that 
maps a state x on T if and only if c~F(x)). However, this function is not stable in 
general: let us consider M=({l,2,3},{*),Cx I’,{kl,t2,(1,*)t--3,(2,*)/-3)). The 
states x’={(l,*),(3,*)} and x”={(2,*),(3,*)} are bounded, and 3 is filled in both of 
them, but not in their lub, which is the empty set. However, cells are linear maps as 
soon as M is a stable CDS (i.e. in a given state any cell has at most one enabling). 
Indeed, as stated in [2], only stable CDSs are relevant as soon as Cartesian-closedness 
is sought. 
Proposition 2.10. ZfM=(C, V, E, t) is a stable CDS, then (D(M), Cu{l}) is a sequen- 
tial structure. 
The proof is straightforward. 
In what follows, X is a bounded-complete cpo and X-0 is the set of all linear 
functions from X to 0. Before showing how Girard’s coherent spaces may be turned 
into sequential structures, let us discuss briefly our choice of linear functions as a space 
of questions. We have already seen in the previous example that this choice fits well 
with the intuition captured by cells in the framework of CDS, but still our construc- 
tion of sequential structures is parametric in the choice of a particular subset of linear 
functions as questions. First of all, we can remark that the whole space of linear 
functions does not work in general, because of the fact that prime elements have to 
answer to a finite number of questions; in fact, if we consider, say, the flat domain of 
natural numbers, it is easy to see that any II is mapped to T by infinitely many linear 
functions. Hence, in general, X* is a strict subset of X+0 which enjoys the separation 
property. There are still several possible choices, even in very simple cases: let us see, 
for example, what happens in the case of the domain Boo1 of boolean values. First of 
all, let us remark that, if X is a DI-domain, a linear function CI: X-+0 is completely 
described by its trace 
Tr(a)=(xEXIx is prime, a(x)=T, Vx’cx a(x’)=l}. 
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We can easily list the elements of Bool+O by identifying a and Tr(a): 
(1) 8 
(2) {true> 
(3) {false> 
(4) (true&se} 
The two minimal subsets of BooI-+ containing 8 and satisfying the separation 
property are { 1,2,3) and { 1,4}. The second choice makes (Bool,, BooI*) isomorphic 
to the corresponding CDS; the first one gives rise to a different structure and to 
a stronger notion of sequential algorithm, according to the definitions of the next 
section. 
2.2. The example of coherence spaces 
Definition 2.11. A coherence space X is defined by a set 1x1 (the web of X) and by 
a reflexive and symmetric binary relation TX on (X 1 (the coherence relation); the points 
of X are the subsets of 1 X 1 composed by pairwise coherent elements, partially ordered 
by inclusion. 
Coherence spaces are DI-domains, whose prime elements are just singletons. 
Definition 2.12. Given a coherence space X, its orthogonal X1 is defined by 
IX’I=lXI and xfXlx’ iff x=x’ or not(xtxx’). 
It is easy to see that X’ is isomorphic to X-+0 ordered by stable ordering: the 
isomorphism is simply the identity function from X’ to the space of traces. Hence, it 
would be natural, for a given coherence space X, to define the corresponding 
sequential structure as (X,X’), but this does not work in general because of the 
already mentioned problem of finiteness of prime elements. Indeed, several choices of 
X* are possible, and a somehow canonical one is to set X * = (8) u (Xl, where 
x answers to a if and only if UEX; anyway, in most cases the choice 
x*={@}u{aExLI CI is maximal} does work, and it fits better with the computational 
properties that X* is supposed to capture, as will be clear in the next section. 
3. Sequential algorithms 
Definitions 3.1. If X and Y are two sequential structures, a sequential algorithm from 
X to Y is a pair (f; cp), wheref: X*-+ Y, is a continuous function and cp =(v~)~~~, is 
a family of functions cpx: Y, (xJ +X, satisfying the following properties: 
0 &l)=.l. 
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l For any x<x’ in X, and any /IE YfCx,, 
<x’,(Px(P)> atf(x’),P>. 
This is the sequentiality property. 
l For any x d x’ in X, and any PE Y, Cxj, 
This expresses the permanence of (f, cp). 
l And, lastly, continuity condition: if D GX, is directed and if BE YrCvD, is such that 
cpvD(j3)>_L then there exists an XED such that for any X’ED (x’,(p.Jfi))=I. 
Note that there is another way of formulating the last condition: if D EX, is directed 
and if PEY~(“~, is such that qVD (/3)>I then there exists an XED such that 
%db)=~“D(fi). 
In the sequentiality property, cp&?) is a sequentiality index for /I at x, i.e. any datum 
x’ greater than x must answer that question in order to get /I answered by j-(x’). 
Permanence means that sequentiality indexes are preserved as long as they are not 
answered. 
As expected, we get the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.2. Zf (f, cp): X+ Y is a sequential algorithm, then f is a stable function. 
Proof. Let B cX, be finite and bounded. We already know thatf(/j\B)b /jxEB f(x). 
If this inequality were strict, we could find some /?E Y* such that (f(A\B), 8) = I 
and (/j\xsBf(x),p>=T. Th en f or any XEB we would have (f(x), p) = T and, by 
sequentiality, (x, (p,, &I)) = T. Thus, we would have (l\B, (Pi B(/?)) = T and this 
is impossible. 0 
Let us define an order on sequential algorithms. 
Definition 3.3. If (f; cp) and (g, $) are two sequential algorithms X+ Y then we say 
that (f; cp) G (g, II/) if for any x we have f(x) <g(x) and for any /?E Y, CxJ 
It is easy to check that this relation is actually a partial order. We also have an 
expected result. 
Proposition 3.4. If (f; cp) and (g, $) are sequential algorithms X+ Y such that 
(1 cp) d (g, II/), then f< g for the stable ordering. 
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Proof. Let xdx’ in X,. We already know that f(x’)Ag(x)>f(x). Assume that this 
inequality were strict. Then we could find some /I such that (f(x),/?) = I and 
(f(x’) Ag(x),/j) = T. Thus, we would have (x’, (p&I)) = T and, hence, cp,.(p)> 1. 
This would imply (g(x), /I) = I, which is impossible. 0 
Proposition 3.5. Ij(f; cp): X-+ Y and (g, $): Y-Z are sequential algorithms, then (h, 0) 
defined by h =g of and 8, = cpx 0 $fCx, is a sequential algorithm X-Z. 
There is an identity sequential algorithm whosejrst component is the identityfunction 
and the second component is the family of identity functions X,-+X,. 
Proof. The second part is clear. Let us prove the first one. h is clearly continuous. 
Obviously, e,(l)= 1. Then let x6x’ and YEZ~(~). We have 
Next assume (x’, Q,(y)) = 1. By sequentiality, (f(x’), tiftx,(y)) = I and then 
G/,,,,(Y) = $sC,&j). And also CP,($~&Y)) = CP,,($~&Y)). We conclude MY) = R(Y). 
Lastly, let D E X, be directed and y~Z,,(v D) be such that a=BhCVD)(y)>I. We have 
/I= $v sCD,(y)> I and, thus, there is an xOgD such that VXED (x, Il/rcx,,(y)) = I and 
there is also an X~ED such that VXED (x,~._(/?))=I. Let X~ED be greater than 
x,, and xi. We have $fCx,,M=P and G,(P)= CI and, so, x2 is such that AXED 
C%&A))=~. 0 
Proposition 3.6. Zf X and Y are sequential structures, then Z defined by Z, =X, x Y, 
and Z*=X*+ Y* with the application of questions to data defined by 
<(x,Y),(~,~)=(x,~) and C(X,Y),(~,/~))=(Y,/~> . zs a sequential structure which is the 
Cartesian product of X and Y. 
Proof. It is straightforward. We just quote the fact that the projections are the 
sequential algorithms (pl,&) and (p’, 7~‘) defined by pl(x, y)=x, p2(x, y)=y, 
~&&)=(L4 and n$,,) (/?)=(2,/?). Note also that if (f;cp): Z+X and (g,$): Z-+Y, 
their pairing (h, 0): Z-X x Y is given by h(z)=(f (z),g(z)) and ~,(~,cI)=(P~(cI), 
U2,P)=$z(P). 0 
Now we are able to study the structure of function spaces in this category. 
4. Function spaces 
If X and Y are sequential structures, we want to define a sequential structure 
[X-+ Y] the space of data of which will be the set of sequential algorithms from X 
to Y. 
The first thing to state is the following proposition. 
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Proposition 4.1. [X-+ Y], ordered by the stable ordering is a bounded-complete cpo. 
Proof. First, let 9 G [X+ Y], be directed. Let (g, $) be defined as follows. For the 
extensional part, we take g(x) = Vcf,ajE9 f(x). For the intensional part, if /IE YgcxI, then 
for any (f; (P)E~ we have BE Yfcx, and, so, we take for $.J/3) the lub of all cp,(fi) for all 
(f, (P)E~. This lub does exist since the set where the cp,(fi)‘s range is either {I} or of 
the form {I, M} by definition of stable ordering and because 9 is directed. Now we 
have to prove that (g, $) is a sequential algorithm from X to Y. 
The continuity of g is clear. Obviously, $x(_L)= 1. Let us prove the sequentiality 
property. Let x bx’ and BE YgcxJ be such that (g(x’), /?) = T. Then the same 
property holds for some (f, (P)E~. So, (x’, (px(b)) = T and, thus, b,(p)> I; hence, 
Ic/.Jfi) = cp,(fi) and (x’, $x(p)) = T. Permanence is proved in the same way. 
Lastly, we check that $ satisfies the continuity property. Let D G X, be directed and 
BE yy(” D) be such that a=$” D(p)> 1. This means that there is some (f; (P)E~ such 
that cpV D(p)= c(. So, there is an XED such that cpx(p)= ~1. As already noticed, for any 
(f’, (P’)E~ we must have cp:(fl)~{l,a) and, so, we have $&?)=a. So, (g, $) is 
a sequential algorithm. Checking that it is the lub of $3 is completely straightforward. 
The proof that bounded lubs exists is very similar. 0 
Proposition 4.2. Zf CEX, isjinite and PE Y*, let (c, fi) be the application from [X+ Y], 
to 0, dejined by (c, p)(L cp)= T if and only if for any c’<c, (f(c’),fi) = I and 
(c, cpCf (p)) = T and if (f(c), /I) = I then q,(p) > 1. Then this application is linear. 
Proof. We check first that (c,p) is monotone. Let (Jcp)d(f’,cp’) be such that 
(c,lj)(J;cp)=T. Let c’<c. We know that (c,q+(/l))=T. So, ~(/?)>l_ and, thus, by 
stable ordering, &(j?)= cpcs(/?) and, so, (c, cp:)(/?)) = T. Assume that (f’(c), /?) = 1. 
Then the same thing is true forfand, so, cpc( 8) > I and again we use stable ordering to 
conclude. 
We check now that (c, /?) is continuous. Let (g, $) = Vg, where 9 is a directed 
subset of [X+Y]*, and assume that (c, fi)(g, Ic/) = T. For any c’ < c we have 
(c, rjc,( /I)) = T and, so, we can find an (f”, @‘)~9 such that cp$( j3) = tic, (p). But there 
are only finitely many such c”s and, so, we can find in 9 an (f, cp) greater than all 
algorithms (f”,cp”). For all c’<c we have (P~,(/?)=$~~(~) and, so, (c,cp&?))=T. 
Furthermore, we can choose this (J cp) such that (f(c), /I) = T (if (g(c), j3) = T) or 
R(P) > 1 (if $0) > 1). 
For proving that (c, p) is stable, consider some bounded and finite 23~ [X+ Y],. 
Let (g,$)=/jg d an assume that for all (f; (P)E%~ we have (c, fi)(f, 9) = T. Then either 
(f(c), /?) = T with c minimal for all (1; (P)E@ and then we easily conclude that (g, $) 
satisfies the same condition by stability of /I, or there is some (Lf;)~2? such that 
cp,(/3)> I with, for all c’<c, (c, (pc,(p)) = T. Then since all elements of a are bounded 
by some (h,e)E[X+ Y], we must have for all (f’, (P’)E.$~ that (f’(c),fi) = I and 
(p:(b) > I, with c’ < c * (c, cp:,(fi)) = T. Using stable ordering again, we get that 
cp:( /I) = cpc( /?) = $c( j3) and the same holds for all c’ < c; so, we get (c, /?)( g, II/) = T. 
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In this proof, we have used the following characterization of (g, $): 
g(x)= A f(X)> *x(/I) = 
cI if cp,(fl)=cl>l for all (1;(~)E9, 
(/.V)ESB I otherwise. 
Proving that (c,p) commutes with bounded lubs is easy too, using the linearity 
of fi. 0 
Definition 4.3. [X-Y]* is the set of all (c, p), where CEX, is finite and /IE Y*. 
This definition is justified by the previous proposition, and we shall say that an 
algorithm (f, cp) answers extensionally to a question (c, 8) when (f(c), fi) = T with 
c minimal, and that it answers intensionally if cpJ/?)> I and for any c’<c we have 
(c, cpc,(P)> = T. 
Of course, all questions of the form (c, I) are equal to the empty question 1. 
Proposition 4.4. [X+ Y]* separates [X- Y]*. 
Proof. Consider two algorithms (J cp) and (f’, cp’) bounded by some (g, $) and which 
answer the same questions. We have already seen that they must answer in the same 
way (extensionally or intensionally) to any fixed question. Let XEX, and let us prove 
thatf(x) =f’(x). Let /3 be such that (f(x), fi) = T. We have also (g(x), /I) = T. Let c be 
the least point below x such that( g(c), /I) = T, which exists since g and /I are stable 
and is finite since x is the lub of its finite subpoints. Then, by sequentiality and stable 
ordering, we must have (f(c), /I) = T and c minimal with this property, i.e. 
((f, cp), (c, 8)) = T. Then, by our assumption, ((f’, cp’), (c, /I)) = T and, thus, 
(f’(c), /3) = T and, finally, (f’(x), /3) = T. This is true for any /I and, so, since X* 
separates X,, we conclude that f(x) =f’(x) for all x, i.e. f=f’. 
Let XEX, and /IE Yfcx, be such that CI= cp,(/?)> 1. Let c be the glb of all y’s below 
x such that cp,(fi)= cp,(/I); this glb is finite by algebraicity again. We have 
cpc( /I) = cpx( /I); otherwise, take some c’ finite below x such that cpc,( /I) = CI. By perma- 
nence we would have cpc vcI (/I) = x and by permanence again (c V c’, qc( /I)) = T and, 
thus, by linearity of cp,(/?), we would have (c’, cpc(p)) = T and this would be true for 
any such c’, and, so, for their glb, which is c, and this is a contradiction. For c’ <c we 
have, by definition, cp,,(p) # cp,(p) and, so, ((f; cp), (c, /I)) = T in an intensional way. 
The same is true for (f’, cp’) and we must have cp:(p)=cc by stable ordering. Since 
(x, cc) = I, we have, by permanence, cp:( fl) = M. If cpx( p) = I, the contraposition of the 
previous reasoning yields cp!J /I) = 1. 0 
Proposition 4.5. Any algorithm (f; q): X-+ Y is the lub of its Jinite subalgorithms. 
Proof. Let (f, cp): X+ Y be an algorithm. The idea of the proof is to define a family 
of finite subalgorithms of (f, cp) whose lub is precisely (J; cp). Roughly speaking, we 
process by restricting (f; cp) using finite elements of its domain and codomain. 
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For c, d and y being, respectively, finite elements of X,, Y, and an element of Y,, we 
define (f’, cp’)=(fc.d*Y, (P’,~,~) as follows: 
f’(x) =f(x A c) A d 
and, if PE Yffcx,, 
V:(P)= 
i 
(P&P) if (f(xAc),p>=~, <x~(P~AJB))=-~- 
and either (d,/?)=T or /3=y, 
I otherwise. 
We first prove that (f’,#) is a sequential algorithm. The fact that f’ is continuous 
results from Proposition 2.2. Let x<x’ and BE Yssc,) be such that 
(f’(x’), P> = T. 
Then we have (d, /?) = T. Furthermore, (f(x A c), 8) = I; otherwise, since f(x A c) 
and d Af (x’ A c) are bounded by f (x’ A c), we would have (f (x A c) A d, /I) = T, and we 
assumed it was not the case. So, we have (x’ A c, cpX ,, J p)) = T and, since x and x’ A c 
are bounded by x’, we must have (x, ~p,~,(fi)) = I and we conclude with respect to 
sequentiality. 
To prove permanence, let xdx’ and BE Yfl(xI be such that 
We may assume that (d, p) = T or p = y, and that (f (x A c), fl) = I since, if one of 
these conditions does not hold, it will not hold either for x’. So we have just two cases 
to distinguish. The first one is when (x, cpx~&3))= T. Then if we had 
(x’, cpxsnc(/3)) = I we would have, by permanence, (x’ A c, q,~,(~)) = T (since then 
necessarily cpx, ,,Jb) # cpxAc(/?)) and this would lead to a contradiction since x’ A c 
and x are bounded by x’. The second case is when (x,cp,~,(p))= 1. Then our 
assumption says that (x’, qxAc(/3)) = I and, so, (x’ A c, cpXAc(fi)) = I; thus, by perma- 
nence we have cpx,~,(P)=~x~c(P) an d , so, (x’, cpxp Ac( 8)) = I and we conclude. Let us 
check now that the continuity condition holds. Let D c X, be directed and BE Y,,, v DI 
be such that cp’v &I) > 1. Using continuity for cp and distributivity of finite glbs on 
directed lubs, we find some XED such that cp x ,,J fi) = cp’v D( /I) and we conclude easily. 
Let us check now that (f ‘, cp’) < (f; q). The extensional part is obvious. Assume then 
that XEX, and PEY~,(,) are such that c1 =cp!Jfi)> 1. This already implies that 
(f(x), p) = I and also that (~,a) = 1. We conclude, using permanence, that 
%(B) = ‘%. 
Note also that each (f c,d-y, cpC,d,P ) is finite since any question (c’,p’) such that 
((f cvd,y, @d-B), (c’, /I’)) = T must be such that c’ d c and (d, b’) = T or p= y and there 
are only finitely many such questions since c and d are finite. 
Lastly we check that (f; cp) is the lub of all the (f c,d*y, cp’~~‘~). Call (g, II/) the lub of 
these finite algorithms, which exists since they are bounded by (A cp) and which 
satisfies (g, $)<(J cp). Let (c, p) be such that ((f; cp), (c, fl)) = T and let us prove that 
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((g, $), (c, p)) = T. There are two cases. First, assume that (f(c), /I) = T, with c min- 
imal. Let d be the least element below f(c) such that (d,/?) = T, which exists 
by stability of /I. Then it is clear that ((fCSd*‘, cpc3d”),(~,B))= T and, so, 
((g,~),(c,P))=T.Assumethenthat(f(c),p)=I,cp,(P)>Iandthatforanyc’<c 
we have (c, cp,,(/?)) = T. Then it is straightforward that ((f’*‘3B, (P~~‘~~),(c, /I)) = T 
and we conclude as above. 0 
We summarize what we have proved so far. 
Proposition 4.6. If X and Y are sequential structures, then [X-+ Y] is also a sequential 
structure. 
4.1. Evaluation 
Definition 4.7. If X and Y are sequential structures, let (ev, E): [X+ Y] x X+ Y be the 
algorithm defined by 
ev((f; cp), x)=f(x) 
and for any BE Yev((f,cj,xj 
s(o,m,J,(B) 
1 (2, CPXW) = (l,(/\{c<x if cp,(B)> L~Icp,(B)=~l,P)) if 3c6.x CpJP 
I -l otherwise 
Proposition 4.8. (ev, E) is a sequential algorithm. 
Proof. Clearly, eu is continuous. Checking that E 
) = J_ and c isolated, 
has the right type, i.e. 
E((f,rp,,x)(P)ECX~Yl(f,p) +X, (when defined), is trivial when cp&?)> I; otherwise, let 
us suppose {c<xIcp&I)=I}=C#@, and let co=//\. If cp,,(/3)>I then VCEC 
(c, (p_,(b)) = T, by permanence of cp; hence, (cc,, (Pi,,) = T, which is absurd. Hence, 
%,(P)= 1 and (co,B)ECX+ Ylcf,qp). 
Sequentiality: Let ((J; cp), x) < ((f’, cp’), x’), /?E YJ-(,) and (f/(x’), /I) = T. Let us check 
that <((f’, v’), x’), s((~,~),~) (/?)) = T by cases on cpx( p). 
cp,(fi) > I; thus, (f’(x), /I) = I and &(/I) = 9,(/I). By sequentiality of (f’, cp’), we 
get (x’, CPM) = T and, hence, (((f’, cp’), x’), ~NS,~M(P)) = T. 
cp,(p)=l and 3cdx cp,(/?)=-L. Let cO=/j{c~x~cp,(~)=I}; clearly, Vc<cO 
cpU)=cp,(P)and (c~,(PJB))=T. Moreover, if<f’(c&P)=l then &(P)>~ by 
sequentiality of (f ‘, cp’); hence, in any case, ((f ‘, cp’), (co, /3) ) = T. 
cp,(p)= -L and Vc <x cpc( /I)> 1. In this case we get by stable ordering Vc Qx 
(f’(c), p) = _L and, hence, (f’(x), 8) = I, by continuity off’ and p. Let us now 
suppose cp:( /I)> I: by continuity of cp’ we get 3c d x q:(p)= q:(p)= q,(B) and, 
by permanence of 40, (x,(p&?))= T; hence, (x, rp:(/I))=T, which is absurd. 
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Hence, cp!&?) = I, and this entails (f’(x’), p) = I by sequentiality; so this case is 
impossible. 
Permanence: Let ((f; cp)>X)~((f’, CP’X x’), P E Y/(x) and (((f’, cp’), x’), 
~((~,+,,,&3)) = 1. By the sequentiality property above, we get BE YfS(,,,. To check that 
st(/,++&?) = E~~,..,~,,,_,,(@ we proceed again by case analysis on cp&3): 
cp,(/?)> _L and then cp,(B)= cp,*(fi)= &(/?) and we conclude. 
cp,(p)=l and 3cdx cpJp)=l. In this case let cO=//{c~xlcp,(x)=I}. Clearly, 
t’c<cO cpJp)=cp:(fi) and (c~,(P~(P))=T. Hence, cp&(/3)=I; otherwise, 
((f’, cp’), (c,, fl) ) = T, and we are done. 
cp,(b)= I and Vc<x cp,(p)> 1. We have already shown that in this case (p:(b)= I 
and, hence, cp:,(/?)= I; if we show Vc dx’ Q:(P)> I, we are done. Let us suppose 
absurdly that 3c bx’ cp:(p) = I, and let co =x A c. By permanence of cp, we get 
(c, cp,, (fi)) = (x, cpO(/?)) = T and, hence, (co, BOO) = T, which is absurd. 
Continuity: Let D be a directed subset of [X+ Y] x X, and let rtl D, 7czD be the 
projections of D on [X+ Y] and X, respectively. Note that V(J; (P)E~~ D, Vxmz D 
3((f’, q’), x’)ED such that (A cp)< (f’, cp’ ) an d x d x’, D being directed. Hence, we can 
consider D = T-C~ D x ~~0, and this will make the proof more readable. Let now 
((9, $Xx)= VD, PE Ygcx, and ~~(~,~),~)(fi)>l_. We prove 3((f;q),x’)~D such that 
a~, c,,x#V = E((~, til,,JP) by cases on sccg, tiI),x) (P) > 1: 
l 3,(p) > I: this entails, by continuity of +, 3x’~rc~ D such that tix,( /?) = li/JB); hence, 
~(JI(P)EQD such that (P.A~)=$~@). Clearly, &~(f,~p),x,)(B)=~~(g,JI),X)(P). 
l E~(,,~~,~)(P)=(I,(c,P)), i.e. IcIx(p)=l. and A{c’<xI$,,(/Q=I)=c; in this case 
Vc’cc Zl(f”,q”)~D such that &:(/3)=q,c,(/?)>J_. Let (f’,q’)~n,D be an upper 
bound of all the (f”, cp”) ((f’, cp”) d oes exist, c having finitely many lower bounds). 
Let now x’ be an upper bound of c in rc2 D (again, x’ exists by finiteness of c). Clearly, 
&~(/o,~o),,)(P)=&~(g,~,,x,,(8)=(l,(c,B)). 0 
4.2. Abstraction 
Definition 4.9. If (f; cp): [Z x X+ Y] is a sequential algorithm, let A(A cp)=(g,$): 
Z+[X+ Y] be the algorithm defined by 
c?(z) =(f’, cp’): rx+ Yl, 
where f’(x) =f(z, x) and V/~E Yf.(,) 
d(P) = 
a if cp,,,dB) = (2,4 
I otherwise 
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Proposition 4.10. For any (f; cp): [Z x X+ Y], f or any zEZ,, (f’,cp’) is a sequential 
algorithm. Moreover, .4(f; q)=(g,$) is a sequential algorithm. 
Proof. We show first that VZEZ, g(z)=(f’,cp’) is a sequential algorithm. The conti- 
nuity off” is clear. Let x 6 x’EX*, BE YflCxj such that (f’(x’), j3) = T; by sequentiality 
of (J; cp), we conclude. In order to prove the permanence, let x <x’EX*, BE Yf.Cx,, and 
(x’, cp:(/?)) = I; by the permanence of (J; cp) we conclude. The continuity of cp’ is 
straightforward. 
Then we have to show that g is monotone and continuous: let zbz’~Z,; clearly, 
f”<f”‘. Let XEX,, /?E Y* such that cp:(/?)=cc> I, i.e. (pC&p)=(2, c(); then by perma- 
nence ofcp, c~~~~,,,(B)=(2,a); h ence, cp:‘(/?) = x. The continuity of g follows easily from 
the continuity of (f, cp). 
Sequentiality: Let z<z’~Z.+, (c, /?)E[X+ Y],,.,,,,,, and ((f”, @‘),(c, p)) = T. 
We split the proof of (z’, $Jc,p))= T according to the definition of 
((f”, @‘),(c, P)> = T. 
l (f”(c),/?)=T and Vc’<c (f”‘(c’),j?)=I. In this case we get Vc’<c 
(f”(c’), /3) = I, by monotonicity of /?; hence, (f(z, c),p) = I, since otherwise 
((f’, cp’), (c,B)> = T. Hence, by sequentiality of(f; cp), we get ((z’, c), cp&P)> = T, 
i.e. cp~,,,,(B)=(l,~=(c,B))=(l,?i) and (z’,y)=T. 
l &‘(/?)>I and Vc’<c (c,&(P))=T. This means 17~,,,,,(/?)=(2,cc)>I and 
Vc’<ccp,,,,,,,(/3)=(2,a’) and (c,a’)=T. We observe that in this case &(/3)=I, 
because otherwise Vc’ < c q$( /I) = cpf:( p), since (f ‘, cp’) < (f”, q”). Hence, we would 
get ((f’, cp’), (c, B)> = T. Moreover, cp~,,,,(B)# 1, because cp~,~,,~(B)# 1; hence, 
cp+,(P) =(I, Y) and (z’, Y> = T by permanence of (f, rp). 
Permanence: Let z<z’~Z,, (c, &[X-+ Y],J.,P., and (z’, $Jc, j3)) = 1. We show 
$=,(c, fi) = $,(c, fi) by case analysis on II/Jc, fi). 
l Ic/=(c, p)= 1. This can be caused by the following: 
(1) j$! Yf.(,): trivially, b$ Ys.,(,). 
(2) cp~,,,~(B)= 1: by permanence, CP~~~,~~(B)= 1. 
(3) ~P~&P) = (2, Co: by permanence, CPC~,,~JP) =(2, ~9. 
l $Jc, B) = y > I: we get (pCz,J p) = (1, y); by hypothesis, (z’, y) = _I_. Hence, by perma- 
nence, (P~~,,~)( /?) = (1, y) and we are done. 
Continuity: Let FcZ, be a directed set and (c, /?)E[X+ Y&,-vF,~vF) be such 
that $VF(~,P)>I; this entails c~~~~,~#)=(l,~) and by continuity of 
cp 3z~F~~,,,,(/?)=(l,y); hence, IC/&,j?)=$v&,/?) and we are done. 0 
4.3. The equations 
Proposition 4.11. Let (f; cp): [Z x X+ Y] and (h, 0): [Z-+X]; then 
(1) 
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If now (h,d): [U-Z], we have 
(2) 
Moreover, the evaluation morphism satisjies 
A(eu, E) =e Id,,,,,, 
where =e denotes extensional equality. 
(3) 
Proof. Let us rewrite Eq. (1) as (I, J.) =(s, a). Clearly, (I, A), (s, a): [Z-+ Y]; if ZEZ, we 
have 
l(z) =f(z, h(z)) = s(z). 
Hence, extensional equality does hold; for proving intensional equality we need some 
intermediate notations: let (A(f; cp), (h, 0)) =(r, p) and (Idz,(h, 6)) =(t, t); if DE YitzJ 
we get 
n,(p)=PZ(&r(Z,(P))=Pz(&~(fz,~z,,h(z))(P)) 
and, hence, 
W4%dB)) if d&(P)> L 
if C={cdW &(P)=~)Z@ and ~P~~,~c#V=(~,Y), 
otherwise. 
On the other hand, we get 
and, hence, 
if (P(~,~(~))(B) =G 4,
if (~(~,hd/j)=(L ~1, 
otherwise. 
Hence, it is enough to show that cp(Z,h(z))(P)=(L~) iff ‘P(=,~(~~~(=)I~~(B)=I,)(P)= 
(l,y), and this follows easily from permanence of cp. 
Next we show Eq. (2); first of all, let us rewrite it as (I, A) = (s, a). We have (I, A), (s, a): 
[U+[X+ Y]]. The proof of extensional equality is straightforward; for proving 
intensional equality let ((h, 6) x Id,) =(r, p) and (L cp) 0 (r, p) =(t, z). If (c, P)E[X+ Y]i(,, 
we get 
Now, by definition of A, we have c,,(c, j?)=S iff BE Yt(U,Ej and zc,,,,(@=(l, 6), i.e. iff 
PE Yf(h(uJ,cJ and (P(,,(~),~) (p =(l, y) and e,(y)= 6, and we are done. Lastly, we prove 
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Eq. (3). Let il(ev,&)=(1,3.),(f;(P)E[X~Y] and x~X,; we have to show I((J;cp))=(f,cp): 
I((~cp))=(ev’“,‘P’,~(S”P)), 
where, by definition of abstraction, 
ezP~@(x) = ev((f; q), x) =f(x) 
and 
and we are done. I7 
It is easy to prove that Eq. (3) does not hold intensionally, i.e. 
Let us choose, for example, (i cp), (c, fi) such that cp&I) = I and there exists c’ < c such 
that am,= I; in such a case it is easy to check that 
4f,q,k P)=(/j{ c’bclcpcm=~), /3)+(&B). 
The next section is devoted to showing how, by adding some extra structure, we can 
get Eq. (3) satisfied up to true equality and, hence, Cartesian closedness. 
5. Sequential structures with enabling 
Definition 5.1. A sequential structure with enabling is a triple (X*,X *, I-), where 
(X,, X*) is a sequential structure, and ä GX, x X* is such that Vx, x’EX*, VagX*: 
(1) xl_cr * (x,cI)=l. 
(2) xl--l. 
(3) (x d x’ and x k c( and (x’, a) = I) * x’ FCC. 
(4) If D LX, is directed, then VD I-CY =S 3x~D such that x t c(. 
(5) If B is a bounded subset of D, then VXEB x k SI =S l\B k c(. 
(6) If (x, a) = T then 3x’<x such that x’ t-- CI. 
This new definition leads us to redefine the space of “unanswered questions” at 
a given point x as follows: X, = {a~x * 1 x I_ a}. Clearly, this affects the definition of 
sequential algorithm, since X, is the domain of cpx, but all the results we have proved 
so far are true in this new framework, and the proofs are mostly unchanged. For 
Cartesian products, enabling is defined componentwise: we say that (x, y) I- (1, LZ) if and 
only if x ka and, similarly, for second components. As an example of how the 
introduction of enablings modifies our framework we define the functional questions. 
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Proposition 5.2. Ifc is$rzite in X, and /I is in Y*, then thefunction (c,/I): [X+ Y],+O 
dejined by (c, p)(f, 40) = T ifeither (S(c), fi) = T and c is minimal orf(c) kb, cp,(fi) > I 
and for all c’ less than c such that f(l) k/? we have (c, CJJ~,(@)) = T is linear. 
Proof. Let us just prove that (q/3) is monotone (to carry out the whole proof it is 
sufficient to adapt the proof of Proposition 4.2). Let (f, cp)<(f’, cp’) and 
(c, /3)(fT cp)= T; there are two cases: 
l (f(c),~)=Tandforallc’dc(f(c’),~)=I:weget(f’(c),~)=Tand,ifc’dc,we 
havef(c’) =f’(c’) Af(c) by stable ordering; moreover,f(c) andf’(c’) are bounded by 
f’(c) and (f(c’), /3) = 1. Hence, by stability of fi, we get (f’(c’), /?) = I and we are 
done. 
l f(c) k/3, q,(p)> I and for all c’<c if f(c’)kP then (c,qc,(/?))=T. By stable 
ordering, we get f’(c) t b and C&(/I) = q&3). Let c’ < c be such that f’(l) t_ fi: as 
f(c’)=f’(c’) Af(c) we get, by stability of enabling, f(c’) k/I. Hence, cpCS(p)> I;
hence,cp:,(B)=cp,(P)and(c,cp~,(p))=T.Thenbydefinition(c,B)(f’,cp’)=T. 0 
Definition 5.3. Let (f, (p)c[X+ Y] and (c, P)E[X-+ Y]*; we say (f, cp) k(c, p) iff 
f(c)EB, cp,(P)=l and vc’<cf(c’)tB~cp,,(B)>I. 
Proposition 5.4. If (f; cp) I-(c,lj) ’ d ji zs e ne as above, then ([X+ Y],, [X+ Y]*, /-) is d 
a sequential structure with enabling. 
Proof. We prove only property (4) and outline the proof of property (6) of Definition 
5.1, the others being trivial. 
l Let DE [X+ Y], be directed, VD = (g, $) and (g, $) t(c, B); hence, 
By definition of lub’s in function spaces, we can find (f’, cp’)~D such thatjO kp. 
Furthermore, for any c’ such that c’ < c and g(c’) k/?, one can find (f”, qf’)~D such 
that f”(c’) Efl and cp$(fl)= rl/&?). 
Let (f; cp)~D be an upper bound of (f’, cp’) and {(f”,cp”)},~,, (such an element 
exists because c has finitely many lower bounds); we get easily (f; cp) /--(c, p). 
l Let (f; (~)E[X-+ Y], and (c, B)E[X, Y]* be such that ((J cp),(c,/?)) = T. We have to 
find an algorithm (f’, cp’) <(f; cp) such that (f’, cp’) k(c, /?). 
We take dE Y, such that d t b and d <f(c). We set 
f’(x) =f(x A c) A d 
and, iff’(x) t b’, 
cp,~,(B’) iff(xAc)Ep’ and <x,(P~A~(B’)>=I and x>c=fi’#p, 
otherwise. 
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One has to prove that (f’, cp’) is a subalgorithm of (f; cp) which enables (c, 8). This 
verification is not very difficult, but quite tedious. 0 
We can now prove that the equation A(ev, E)= Id,,,,, is satisfied in this new 
framework. We content ourselves by showing intensional equality, the extensional 
one having been proved in the previous section. Let A(ev, s)=(g, II/), (f; (P)E[X+ Y], 
and (c,/~)E[X+Y]* such that (1;cp)t_(c,fi). Just note that (f;cp)t-(c,/3) 
* s((f, Vp), Cj( B) = (1, (c, B )) and conclude Icl(~, qp) (c, j?)=(c,/?). We can, hence, state the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 5.5. The category of sequential structures with enabling and sequential algo- 
rithms is Cartesian-closed. 
6. Fixpoints 
This section is devoted to show that the category of sequential structures has 
fixpoints. 
Definition 6.1. For any sequential structure X, let (F:, @i): [[X-Xl-X], be the 
family of algorithms inductively defined by 
(Fj,@$)=(l,l), (F~f’,~l;+‘)=(eu,&)O(ldrx,xl,(F”,~”)). 
It is straightforward to prove by induction that, if (f;cp)~[X+X],, then 
F:((f, V))=?(L); hence, if (F,, @x)=Viow(F&, @i) exists, it is a fixpoint operator. If 
we prove that (Fi, @i) is an increasing chain, the existence of (F,, @x) follows from 
completeness of [[X+X]-+X],. 
In the sequel we shall omit the subscript X in (F:, @:), and a, u”, .., d, . . . will 
denote finite elements of X,. 
Proposition 6.2. {(F i, ~i)}iew is an increasing chain. 
Proof. This result follows easily from the following facts: 
0 (Fj,@;)<(F:,@:). 
l Pairing and composition of sequential algorithms are monotonous. Cl 
The next proposition provides an insight into the intensional behaviour of fixpoint 
operators. 
Definition 6.3. If (f; cp)~[X+Xl,, 1 <kdn and CZEX~~(~), let
6~=cp/,(l,(Pfk+1(1)...(Pfn~l(I)(CI). 
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Proposition 6.4. Let (~,(P)E[X+X].+ and cx~X,-“(~); then 
(a:,iS:) if 3k l<kdn S:>I, 
A=(~df~-‘(l)l(~~(6~)=I)#a, and at=l\A, 
J_ otherwise. 
Proof. By induction on n, for n=O we get VCZGX * @$,rpj(~)= 1. Let us now suppose 
the proposition is true for n; it is easy to check that, by definition of the evaluation 
morphism and of composition, we get 
@&l@) = 
1 
@;~,.~(cpf44) if cpfnc&)> 1, 
(42 : J 4 if (~~~~~~(4 = -L 
A={adf”(l)Icp,(cr)=I}#Q) and a:l:=l”\A, 
I otherwise. 
By using induction hypothesis and the fact that u=6;1:, we get 
@x4%4 
= 
I 
(4+1, hi+,) if 3k lbkdn+l such that 6:+,=>1, 
A={~bf~-~(l)l(~~(Gf:+~)=I}#0 and u~+~=A\A, 
I otherwise. 0 
7. Conclusion 
We have presented a (weakly) Cartesian-closed category of sequential algorithms. 
The novelty of our presentation with respect to the Berry-Curien approach lies 
mainly in the fact that we get rid of a concrete representation of data and function 
spaces. We carry out a theory of sequentiality in a general domain-theoretic frame- 
work; in particular, we show that the notion of cell, which is essential when dealing 
with Kahn-Plotkin’s sequentiality, fits very well with (and may be replaced by) the 
notion of linear map. Moreover, (stable) CDSs are particular cases of sequential 
structures. Hence, our claim is that this presentation reaches in a more general and 
direct way the essence of sequentiality. 
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